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FoxPro2MSSQL Sync is an interactive (GUI) tool for easy database synchronization. The converter can be used for transferring data from MS Visual FoxPro database to MS SQL Server database or vice versa. It is a component of Data Conversion Manager - FoxPro2MSSQL product family. After installation, you can run it without any user input. FoxPro2MSSQL Sync will have an automatic start on a
schedule set up through Data Conversions Scheduler. FoxPro2MSSQL Sync is also ready for use from command line. FoxPro2MSSQL Sync can be used also for database copying with saving and restoring of its parameters. Features: ￭ Interactive (GUI) mode / command line mode; ￭ MS Visual FoxPro version 9.0 and early support; ￭ One table or part of tables or all tables; ￭ Primary keys and Indexes
support; ￭ Advanced customization options: - partial selection for database objects to be converted. - database objects (tables, fields, indexes) renaming before conversion. - detection of possible conversion errors at customization stage. - exclude from conversion process of database objects. - exclude some tables,fields,indexes or foreign keys from the conversion process. - scheduling of the conversion

process with Data Conversions Scheduler. - auto starting of FoxPro2MSSQL Sync for the scheduled conversion from the command line with saved session name as a parameter. - auto restoring of the starting parameters if the conversion process has been interrupted. ￭ MS Visual FoxPro free tables support; ￭ Skins support; ￭ Multilanguage Support. ￭ Settings saving/Restoring with FoxPro2MSSQL Sync
Session. Note: ￭ You can use it for database copying with saving and restoring of parameters for the conversion. ￭ To use the GUI interface - Visual FoxPro License is required. ￭ Command line mode is available for those who do not have Visual FoxPro License. ￭ All our tool features can be used for bulk data transferring (importing/exporting) from MS Visual FoxPro to MS SQL Server or vice versa. ￭

FoxPro2MSSQL Sync supports all MS SQL Server and MS Visual FoxPro data types (except `OLE Object` packages). ￭ FoxPro2MSS
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What's New in the FoxPro2MSSQL Sync?

FoxPro2MSSQL Sync is a reliable bi-directional database migration utility that will allow you to synchronize and convert from: MS Visual FoxPro to MSSQL MS Visual FoxPro to MS Visual FoxPro MSSQL to MS Visual FoxPro MSSQL to MSSQL Synchronize and convert databases from MS Visual FoxPro to MS SQL or from MS SQL to MS Visual FoxPro rapidly and reliably! Operate with a whole
database or select only needed tables, fields, indexes and foreign keys to proceed! Reach the desired result by simple configuring of several options through Wizard interface or in command line mode! FoxPro2MSSQL Sync is also applicable for MS SQL database synchronization and migration to another MS SQL database or to another MS SQL Server. Moreover, FoxPro2MSSQL Sync is quite well for
copying and synchronizing MS Visual FoxPro database and MS Visual FoxPro separate tables with another MS Visual FoxPro database. High data synchronization speed and performance Try it now and make sure that it`s true! FoxPro2MSSQL Sync establishes a direct connection to source and destination databases. Thanks to improved quality of synchronization, data are transferred much faster and more
accurate in comparison with lots of universal synchronizers which use ODBC or ADO. It is developed exactly for solving your problem with minimum efforts and time! Lossless data synchronization and database integrity Don`t care about safety of your data. Our converter will do it for you! FoxPro2MSSQL Sync supports all MS SQL Server and MS Visual FoxPro data types (except `OLE Object`
packages). Primary keys, indexes and foreign keys (relations in MS Visual FoxPro) are supported in the best way. Update and Insert synchronization Keep all your databases up-to-date. Insert synchronization is meant for new records adding from a source to a destination database. Update synchronization is meant for replacing of the altered records in destination database. Together they allow keeping
distributed databases in agreement. Database objects (tables, fields, indexes and foreign keys) remapping for synchronization Synchronize databases with different structures easily! All database objects (fields, indexes and foreign keys) can be remapped on the customization stage. Customize your data synchronization process and database copying totally Synchronize databases with identical or even with
different structures! All customizations are organized on the WYSIWYG principal. All objects (tables, fields, indexes, foreign keys) can be tuned up, i.e. renamed or excluded. Savable sessions Save your sessions and use them again if you do not want to loose time for configuring source, destination database and other customizations for synchronization process. Command line mode Run FoxPro2MSSQL
Sync as a part of your automate solution to activate it from a command line with saved session name as a parameter. Effective
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System Requirements For FoxPro2MSSQL Sync:

Windows 10 4GB RAM 1280x720 1080x1920 1920x1080 2560x1440 4480x2160 2GB VRAM Minimum of 50 percent battery life Keyboard and mouse required Origin and DICE deliver their best original shooter to the PC in Battlefield 1 We are happy to announce the release of Battlefield 1 on Origin for the PC! It’s been a long road, but Origin and DICE are ready to take Battlefield 1 PC
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